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CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

2

Three quarters of

a

Commission

3 is better than· none. ·
CbMMISSIONER BRADFORD:
CHAIRMAN.HENDRIE:

·5

That is not fair.

We meet this morning to

6 continue our work on the general subject of Revised·
7 Licensing Procedures.

a

There are two pieces of business that

are before the house this morning.

One of them has to do

g with. changes,. if any, to procedural rules of Part 2.

The

10-. second has to do with the policy statement of licensing.
{Commissioner Gilinsky enters meeting at this

11
12 point.)

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

13
14~worked

15

Nowj at our last meeting we

through the Part 2 rule changes· that have been

propbsed~.

I.have a score.card which says yes to the
'

16 recommendations in that paper of the General Counsel's on
17 these matters to Nos. 2, 3, 4 and 6.
18

·I think we split on

No •. 1.

19

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

You never had a vote from

20 me.
21

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:. That is what the blank space in

22 my table means then, correct?
23

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

24

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

25 accurate.

Correct.

It shows my reporting was

But we did.have two votes disinclined to protect
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3

the staff from discovery and I think that deals with the
2 main thrust of that one.

On No. 5 I think Vic· and I said "Yes" and John a·nd

3

4 Peter:said· adjust the times.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

:5

said "No."

I

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: . You .said. "No."

6

I

have got you

7 and P•t~r labeled "No~ ·asterisk, and the asferisk adjust

a

times~

9

Somebody tell me what I meant by that?
COMMISSIONER

10 I meant the same thin~.

BRADFORD~

I don't know that John and

My concern was· that I wanted to

_11 ke~P to the principl~ of a sequentiai filing of some sort
12
·.13

CHAIRMAN.HENDRIE:

I see.

·-COMMISSIONER BRADFORD;

~o

that each party had

14 some chance to £ocus their filings on· the filings of the
. 15 other·rather than just having them all come .in in a· basket
16 on the same day and having the board have to cope with

17 comments that really didn't deal with each other or proposed
18 that really didn•t deal.with each other.
19

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Len, what was the time questi6n

20 ·there?
21

MR. BICKWIT:

We had proposed that 30 dats after

22 the closin9 of the record that the

~pplicant

and the

23 intervenors file their proposed findings, that the staff
24 file on day 40 'and that the applicant then have a right of
25 replying on day 45.
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4

·An alt~rnative proposition which I suspect would

1

2 satisfy the Commissioners who dissented to that.would be 30,
3 40, 50 and 55.

So that the 40.would pe for the intervenor.

4 The a~plicant.would file on.day 30, the intervenors would
5 file-on day .40r_the staff worild file on day SO and t&e right
6 of reply would be on day

SS~

T

COMMISSIONER

AHEARNE~

8

COM~ISSIONER

BRADFORD~

Tha~

is

true~

The arguments on either

g side are in On•case you save ten days and on the other side

10.you give the intervenor an oppportunity to look at the
11 applicant's filing before going forward with its own filing.
12

O~r

initial recommendation was to compress· the

13·. matter. so· that .·the intervenor would -not have that
14 opportunity on the grounds that the opportunity is not, in
15 our vi•w~ a ~erribly significant 6ne.
In order to comply with those time deadlines the

16

17 intervenor is going to.have to pretty much have its filings

18

co~plete.by

19 filing.

the time-it would receive the applicant's

But there is clearly an advantage to having

~

look

20 at the applicant's filing·before going forward.
So I regard it pretty much as a judgment

21

call~

Do

22 you want to compress the time by ten days in these· times of
23 stress or do you want to
24 to

lo~k

~ive

the intervenor the opportunity

at the applicant's filings before filing _its own

25 piece of paper?
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. CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

1

At the moment it· says something

2 like 20 days, doesn't it?
3

MR;. BICKWIT:

4

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

5 20

d~ys

That is true.
What the

m~ment

is is it is

for' the applicant and at day 30 for the other

6 parties, at day 40 the staff and at day 50 the applicant
7

r·esponse ;..

MR; BICKWIT:

8

That is right..

Now the boards have

9 informed us tbat the 2o~day period is unrealist~c and is
10 virtual1y never met.
11

So that while the 55-day schedule in

theorr would be a relaxation for the current rules, in

12 practice it would in fact be a tightening.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

13
14

days off of the
. MR.

15
16

apll~cant's

BICKWIT~

Because it would cut five

response time •

That is rightr and I suspect it

would.cut a few other days·where the rules are not being

17 honored ..
18

19

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

I could go along with Len's

revised proposal.

20

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE-:

21

Vic?

22

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

23 all the details out.

Okay, I will,. too.

I guess I haven't thought

I was going· to support his original

24 recommendation and I guess if it is.somewhat modified that
25 is all right, too.
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CHAIRMAN HENDBIE;

1

Peter?

. COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

2

I don't think I have the

3 revised one.
MR •. BICKW!T:

4

5.recommendations?

A copy of the revised

Do you,

~arty?

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

6

I ·don't.
Which?

You mean the one

7 you.just. said?

MR. EICKWIT:

8

The one I just· came out with, there

9 is no such copy.

9·

10

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:·

11

MR. BICKWIT:

12

COMMISSIONER BRADFOBDt

.There is no such thing?

No.
No ·wonder I don't have a

13' copy.
14

CHAIRMAN:HENDRIE:

15

MR.

16

BICKWIT~

now,- which is a

re~ision

Say i t again, Len.

The proposa1 that we put forward
of the proposal put forward in our

17 paper, vou1d be that.the applicant files,

un1ess .otherwise

1~

ordered by the board, the applicant fi1es on day 30, the

19

intervenors on day 40, the staff on day 50 and the right of

20 reply is on day 55.
21

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

So the two changes from the

22 present is that it shifts the .whole schedule down ten.
~

Instead of 20 for the applicant it is 30 for the applicant

24 and it shortens the applicant's response from 10 to 5.
25

MR. BICKWIT:

That is right.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
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CO"l!MISSIONE:R AHEARNE:

.It keeps all the other

2 timing the same.
3

MR. BICKWIT:

4,

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

5

That is.right.
Under the.existing

schedule the applicant has ten days to respond to filings by

6 other parties •.
T

KR·. BICKWIT:

That is correct.

8

COMMISSIONER BR AD FORD: ·Does th at -mean· that they

g have to reply to the other parties by day 40 and the staff
ba~ically

10

by.day 50, or does it

11,

to everybody by day 50?
MR·. BICKWIT:

12
13

mean they just have to reply

They. have to reply to everybody b_y

day 50 •..
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

14

15 about holding· to

~he

boar~s

say

55 at the end?

MR. BICKWIT:

16

What did the

The boards· recommended that.

The

17 boards recommended that the right of reply be a five-day
18 right of reply.
19

_COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

20 problem with this.
21

to be?

I .don't seem to have any

What is the practical difference going

Are the boards going to feel more held to adhere to

22 this schedule than the old one because it is more reasonable?
23

MR. BICKWIT:

24 got an urtrealistic

That is right.

sched~le

Presently you have

which the boards don't really

25 feel an obligation, to adhere to because it is patently

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC;
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1

unrealistic.
'

2·

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE;

3

MR~

'

'

jony,;what is your view?

,,

4

COTTERi

thatthe-discretio~

That that is correct.

I would add

granted the boards can provide for

5. working variations, on this . schedule.

For example, in the

6 TMI,hearing they.have scheduled findings to be filed over a
.7 long period of time beginning· before the hearing ends.

a

that with.respect to that subject matter in which the record

9 is complete, they can begin receiving
10 exp~dite the process..
11

So

The boards of

conscious of the time frames that we
COMMISSIONER BRA~FORD.:

12

findin~s

cour~e
ar~

and thereby

~re v~ry

all working in.

Does this proposal

1a actually-change the power of the boards ·to work out a
14 sc.hedule .. that seems most
15

sensibl~

to them?

is a guidance ·schedule?
MR. COTTER:

16

I believe

th~t

17 see· it as changing their power but I
18

This essentially

is correct.
do see it as

estab1ishiriq a meaningful standard for
MR •. SHAPAR~

19

the~

provision in the rules.

22

.

23

eiisti~g

24 the

to work from.

You are drawing the-rules in.

20 substitution for numbers that are there.
21

I don't

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

Right.

There is a general

But under the

rules the.boards pbviously have felt free to adjust

~ch•dul~

to

encompas~

reality up to now and apparetttly

25 they remain free to do so.

ALDERSON REPORTING co_MPANY, IN.c,
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e.

MR •. SHAPAR:

They

wo~ld

still.have that power,

2 subject of course to.whatever hortatory language the

3 Commission.might want to use in the statement of
4 consideration.

MR. ROSENTHAL:

5-

Do those dates refer to the time

6 at which the _proposed findings must be

plac~d

in the mail or

7 must be. received?.
8

MR •.

9

MR~ ROSENTHAL~

BICKWIT~

In the

mail~

Well then the applicant, unless i t
0

10

is able to make arrangements for some. kind of hand delivery,

11-

will .not rece_ive the proposed find in gs to which he is

12 responding untir

~h~

day that his response is_due.

Five

13 days is· utterly unrealistic if. you are allowing for mail.
14

MR •. BICKWIT·:

That is part of the proposal that

15 staff --16

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

-17

MR. BICKWIT:

Hand

serve~

---will serve its filings by hand on

18 the applicant on the day in which it is filed.
19

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

The existing rule is ten

20 days from the.date of service, right?
21

MR. BICKWIT:

22 date of service.

--

That is right.

It is ten days from

My calculations as I have spelled ·them out

23 assume hand s~rvice under the existing procedure.

24 have said is it is 20, 30, 40 and 50.
2s assume hand service it

woul~

But

~f

What I

you don't

be 20, 30, 40 and 55 because

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY; INC,
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...

· s.taff wo u1d file. on day 40, service would be complete on· day
2 45 and the applicant wou1d:have a.10-day right of reply
3-which.vould:require him to file on day 55.
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

4

. This is your .proposal that

5 you are talking about?
, MR. BICKWIT;

6

I

am ti:ying to give you the 1.ength .

7 of _time· tha.t the existing rules will take.

If you· have have

a·hind service by the staff on the applicant that comes out to·
9

SO

days •.
COMMISSIONER

10

BRADFORD~

The other parties remain

11 free to usa the mails?
12

KR. BICKWIT:

13 .

Ma~ SHAPAR~
.

That is right •.
But there would be some lost time if

,

14. the. staff,.. as· i t is, is in Washington ·and. your utility
15 lawyers are ·on. the West Coast.
MR. BICKWIT:

16

That is right.

As Howard poirtts

17 out, the rule states that except as otherwise prov1ded,
18 these shall . be the times..
19 I

If you have a situation l.ike that

think you would have to otherwise provide.

20

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Peter,

d~d

you ever come to a

21 conclusion?
22

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:'

23 accept the change.

I

I

am perfectly happy to

don't have-the feeling it is a world

24 changer.
25

MR. BICKWIT:

It

~sn't

offered as that.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
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COMMISSIONER AHEABNE:

1

That moves it into the

2 category of the other changes that we have agreed to.
3

(Laughter.)

4·

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

s

±nteri~

no~

Thirigs like

operations are
. COMMISSIONER .A HEARNE:

6

Well,

t mean to these in

·No,

7 Part 2.
8

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

9

Vi.c, you- said you would buy the .change.
COMMISSIONER

10-

11

--

vote~

Okay.

BRADFORD~

John, you will

Without

b~y

retracti~g

it.

my

tell me why the staff is given 10 days more than

12· everyone el·se •.
1a

MR.

BICK~IT:

This is just a piece of the general

1~ propositi~~ under w~i6h staff gets more time than all

15-parties.

The purpose of it is to

~llow

a

st~ff,

which_

16 represents the public iriterests, to look at the various
17 filings of the

variou~

parties arid it is sort of a public

1a·interest· role cf in 1act assembling information in addition
19 to its role as an advocate.
20

MR~

COTTER:

I might add that the boards feel that
benefi~i~l.

21 this staggered date for the staff is
22

·coM~ISSIONER

BRADFORD:

I can't roll with the

23 theory.

--

24

(Laughter.)

25

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Okay.

I

will mark you an

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
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1 · affi~mative

vote with.the pr6visions as adjusted:

Cou1d we please for.a minute, and probably several

·2

3 minutes, back to the mandatory discovery proposition..

What

4 I would· like to do is to discuss·this from the standpoint of
·. 5· schedules.
6

That.will

me some:guidance on turning to·

~i~e

the pol.icy statement. and sections. wher-e we would or would .

7 not provide the

scheduled. _

~uidelines

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

8

Could you at some point

9 also address Howard's comments which are attached to the
10 sched ul.e?
11.

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: . Well., that is part of the

12 discussion I
13

hope to have here in.connection with discovery •.

There is a comment on page 22 of the counsei•s

14 paper that says that the proposed schedule, on
15

apparently there were not

~

w~ich

great many comments, that the

16 proposed schedule.can serve as a guideline only if no

17 discovery is permitted on SSERs.
18

The matter that I would like to turn to then is by

19 vhat sort of provisions or proclamations or explanations or

20 exhortations can we find a way to move the process into the
21
22

hearing phase without it taking six months or whatever.
Now, I guess the proposition was that if mandatory

23 discovery against the staff was not something that people
24 were entitled to, then the last SSER would issue and if the
25 staff got ten questioni in a hurry it would answer them

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC, .
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~n

~

13

hurry and people could try to tile contentions.

The 25 days

2 projected apparently is pretty tight.
But if the staff vet 350 questions, why it would

3

4 sa.y ·we. can onl.y answer 50 of· these or something \like that.·
5 But

if they have to answer the-350, why then they maybe just

.6 can't dp i t and the whole set of time scales stretch out.
Now,. there may be some other provisions which

7

a

would help the timing program.

9 from. mandatriry discovery
10 to deal:with

that~

I don't know that relief

again~t.the

staff is the only way

One·of them is a timing schedule problem

· 11 and the other is related but is.not precisely the same thing.
12-

W• have got a paper from However.

13

Lenr do.you want to make a few comments here first

14 and therr let us talk to Hovard?
15
16

MR. BICKWITi

Yes, I would •. I would like to point

17 out on page 11 of the April 24th

~emo

that a number of

18 alternatives were proposed as possibilities.
19 included in Howard's memo is I

gues~

What is

a combination of Items

20 D and E of those alternatives, but there are some others
21 and, depending on

you~

preference.
,

I guess mine would be to

22 just walk through these in order and see whether there are
23 sufficient votes for any of them.

My inclination is there

24 might b.e.
25

MR. SHAPAR:

Aren't all the alternatives listed

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
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e.

1 except that D and E are combined as far as=the chart is
2 concerned?

Do you see other alternatives?MR~

3

4 Actuallj I do.

BICKWIT:
s~e

As far as the chart is concerned.

another
.
-

~lternative

5_could have been expected to see.

but it is not one you

It is one

t~at

we have

6 been.laboring o•er in our office.

!R. SHAPAR:

T

a

Okay.

Because I simply drew this_

chart based as best I could from the alternatives listed on

9 page:· t1.
MR~

10

BICKWIT:

That is right.

I guess my

11 inclination-would be to take up the alternatives in concept
12 and then once we see if there are thre~ votes for any of
13

them

atte~pt

to draw a chart that specifically sets them

14 back.,
15

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

16 i t goes.

Go

17

MR. BICKiIT:

Well, let's start and see how

~head.

The first alternative where the

18 present rule is maintained, i t is an sub al terna ti ve ·to that
19 that I was referred to when I said we have been trying to
20 work something out which. might have.the backing-of a
.

~

22

majority of the Commission.
It is an alternative of in essence leaving the

23 rules in place but expediting the process and trting to cut
24 down·_ on the. 103-day schedule that is outlined in Howarct's
_2S submission responding to the proposed rule.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
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15

I.would just like to take:you through. the concept

1

2 and see whether· there might be some inclination to support
3

it.
CHAIRMAN

4.

HEND~IE:

·Let's see, the 103 days in what

s and is where?
MR; BICKWIT:

That is. in a memo of ipril 7th.

I

7.bave copiesrof it •

. CHAIRMAN.HENDRIE: ·And

8·

~s

the time from what. to

9 .what?
MR~

.10

BICKWIT:

That is· the time !rom the SSER
,,-

11 issuance to the completion of discovery •.

· MR. SHAPAR:

12.

Assuming that every element of

13 disctivery _takes place in the average case.
·.MR •. BICKWIT:
15

said..

16 ~t

It .assumes a number of things, as we

It assumes. that the times under the rules are taken,

assumes that.motions to compel are offered, i t a$surnes

17

that motions to compel are granted and i t assumes really one

18

round of ·discovery.

19

2o

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Howard, on this chart with your

current memo I -don't find.103 days any place.

21

MR. SHAPAR:

Yes.

22

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

What on this chart corresponds

23 to the 103' point.
24

MR. SHAPAR:

Bill Olmstead who prepared the chart

25 will answer that.
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I

1 .·

CHAIRMAN-HENDRIE:
HR. SHAPAR:

·2

Will defend it.

Will defend it.

3.

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: . Go

4 .·

MR~·OLMSTEAD:

ah~ad.

The 103 days is overlapped on this

5.chart.with.the prehearing conference board order and
· 6 objections.

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

7

MR.

-a

OLMST~AD:

I

see.

Essentially if you look at· th~ day

g 64 where .the responses to discovery are due, then you would

10 also have five days following that motions to compel and you
11 would pick up the remainder of the-103

r just assumed

12

days~

the final. order would overlap

th~t

13 the board. order directing responses to discovery and you
14 will notice the further discovery responses on day 139
_15

there.~

Under the current rule part of that 103 days runs

.. 1a simultaneously as some other things that the

propos~d

rule

17 eliminates •
18

. When we pointed out the 103 days it was in the

19 context' of

th~

proppsed rule· which had eliminated some of

20 these activities in the present rule that are currently
21 going. on simultaneously_ with discovery.
22

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

23

Now back to you, Len, now that I

I

think I understand it.
know where the

24 103 appe.ars or doesn't appear.
25

MR. BICKWIT:

The solution that I would like to

..
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offer

unde~

Alt•rnative 1 is. basically going foiward with

2 the present. system· but, one, . com pressing service times so
3 that the boards .~6q1d be giv~n the authority to order air
.

.

¢

.

~xpress

.

-

maii service thtis cuttiig .down from .five day~ to two

5 . .days.the.service
·time- ~hich ' results in a ~ather substantial
.

'a saving. because so much-of .this 103 days is.service time.
The second modification would be that there would

7

a be no right of response to any motion to compel and the
9 board· wou1d be expected in. lieu of asking for responses to

10

tho~e

motions to have telephone conferences with parties in

11 which: oral argument.would take place on

Our feeling is that you can cut

12

13:

thos~

scih~duie

ord~r.of

on the

about 25

days~

~ut

motions.
of this

As I said, the

14 schedul~ itself assumes things that well may not happen, '
'

15 i~e~;

-

'

'

that ~here will be motions to compel and that those

16 motions will ·be

granted~

If you knock off those

17 assumptions, then you are cutting down .. to on the order of 60
1a·da,s for the discovery process •
. Well, if you cut off the assumption that the

19

2o motion to tompel will not be ~ranted, you ~re do~n to 60

21 days.

If there are.no.motions to compel you are down to

22 about half that.
· MR. SHAPAR:

23

Excuse me.

:I would like to point out

24 that we have motions to compel in virtually every
25

d~scovery

case_ •

.e
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MR. BICKWIT:

1

2 that you will have them.

I think. it.is reasonable to assume
Can you give us any understanding

3 of the_likelihood of those being granted?
MR. OLMSTEAD:

4

Well, in the last three major

5 litigations that we have currently, they have been granted
6 in each one of them -at.least as to some.
T

MR. BICKWIT:

I see.

8

The reason we are searching for this alternative

9 is in an effort.to find something that preserves all
10 existinq

discover~

rights but simply hurries them along.

If

11 the Commission isn •t intent on- preserving all existing
12 discovery rights, then some of these other alternatives look
13 more

attractive~

· 14_

If there is not a majority for changing those

15 rights, then I think this is an improvement over. the current
16 situation.

It is not a dramatic one, but- it is a

17 significant one.
18

CHAIRMAN

HENDRIE~

That becomes sort of an A-2

19 option.
20

HR. BICKWIT:

That is right.

21

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

"A" is do nothing and A-1 is do

22 nothing in a_ hurry.
23

(Laughter.)

24

MR. BICKWIT:

25

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

That is right.

Exactly.

That is pejorative phrasing.
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1 It ·is a. little better than that· in fact.
·.Now, that: would in principle know the 103-day.

2

3 nominal· discovery· track back to 78.
KR. SHAPAR:

Just based on the service time cuts.

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Just knocking out some service

6 times ---

And reponse time.

7

MR. BICkWIT:

8.

CH-AIR!IAN HENDRIE:.

9. to

a

motion to compel.
MR. OLMSTEAD:

10

,HR~

11

--- ·and the right of response

BICKWIT:

And a 157day board decision time.
No.

~ssumes

It

a 15-day board

12 decision time.
MR.

13

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

·14·
15

Oh, okay.

OLMSTEAD~

Now,, where does that 78 days

then couple into any one of these schedules?

16 look at the simple day of
17 out

w~th.the

~hen

to process

That is, if I

~chedule

that went

rule, zero is the publication of the SSER.

18 Now, do·r then say that discovery ends on day 78 and just
19 move all the rest of the schedule along by the 53-day
20 increment, or is i t not precisely a series configuration
21 like that?
22

HR. BICKWIT:

I think the best way to look at it

23 is to look at the proposed rule and instead of 25 days for
24 that first
25

jo~,

you would have something like 70.

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Not

quit~

the full 78.
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1

MR. BICKWIT:

Yes, not quite.the full 78.

2

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

3 everything else down the

MR. BICKiIT:

4

So

A~1

is 70 and .that moves

by 45 days, does it?

lin~

Yes.

Under the proposed rule

5 schedule, yes.·

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:· Even aside· from. any

6.

T

~hanges,

a

time~

we.have added 15 days into the

~reposed

ot~er

finding

right, from Item No. 5?

MR. BICKWIT•

9

Over and above the GUrrent rule

10 or
11

COMMISSIONER

12

HR •. BICKWIT:

13

~HAIRMAN

14 pro~osed schedule~

15

AHEARNE~

The proposed

rule~

over and above the proposed rule?

HENDRIE:
and let me

I

guess over
ref~r

~nd

ab6ve your

to it as the eight-month

schedule.

16·

MR. BICKWIT:

17

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Yes.
That had 40 days in it for

· 18 proposed· findings and we have just agreed that that will be
19.

55.

MR.

20

21 right,

-40~

22

20~

BICKWIT~

I think it had SO.

Oh, no, you are

30, 40 and 55.

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

So if I take that 15 days and

23 the 40.days here at the discovery front end, that is two
24 months in change, and with no other changes that would take
25 the beard

deci~ion

to 305 days I.guess.
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1

Th~ next time you do-one of these graphs, Howard~·
,

,

2:vi11:you make the little
3.

56-year-old~

w~ary

I

just enough bigger so a

number~

Chairman with medium

sight can read

~ye

4 them in·poor·light.
5

MR. ·sHAPAR:

6 stuff but we

ar~

We are really not very good at this

getting better.

7

(laughter •. )

8

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

9 ten months and a
10 ~bout right on.

smidge~

Now, 305 days is a nice round

I 9uess it -is ten months just

That is better. than TS, but I think it
•::.'

11
.1~

13

'

:would be highly desitable if we cauld find some acceptable
sch~dule.

way: to squeeza the nominal

down just·a smidge.

I

don't.know that we need to: try to fight to get it back down

_14 to the eight, but we are scheduling at the

~oment

at ten and

15 I would like to be just a shade ·under. that with a guidelin~.
'

16

So on to· other options a_nd let's se_e if enthusiasm ·

17. can be generated for some or a11.
18

MR •. BICKWIT:

On A1teinative B what you are really

19 talking about is a time limit on discovery ·which is a

20 proposal that.has been circulated around and we just threw
~

it out as a possible time limit that all

22 would have to

b~

in 30 days

afte~

23

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

24

MR. BICKYIT:

25

COMMISSibNER AHEARNE;

discov~ry

requests

the SER.

You mean the SSER?.

No, we mean the SER.
So if the SSER comes out

e.
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1 several months after the SER there would be no discovery

2 against the SSER?
MR. BICKWIT: :That is certainly one variant of the

3

4:proposition •
. COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

5

6 variant.·

That is .what r9u say.

t

MR~

a

That is one interpretation 6f what

we say· •.
(Laughter.)

9

MR. BICKWIT:

10
11

BICKWIT1

No, no, _that is not a

There is another which is that

initial discovery requests could be responded to with the

12 response

th~t

13

related to the SSER subject matter would therefore

re~uests

the SSER has not yet ·come out and that

14 have to be answered at

~

later time and that when fhose are

15. updated· you· ·would in fact have discovery responses after the
16 issuance of the SSER-even though· no discovery requests would
17 be made~-·

COMMISSIONER

18

19

you·~ould

~HEARNE:

So that ydu are saying that

not allow any discovery requests specifically

20 against ·the SSER unless it was one that was made a gain st the
21' SER and. the staff said; ~ell, we·have got to delay answering?
22

MR. BICKWIT:

First,·let me say· that what it says

23 is that there would be no new discovery requests 30 days
24 a£ter the SER and that we will adhere to.
25

If· the request is allowed on SSER subject matter
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1 and if an answer to. that request says that we can't answer
2 now but we'could later is allow~ble and if answers which
3.take into account SSER subject matter are later.to be th~
4 subject

of

an updating of that first answer, if you

5 interpert this propo~al that way you have ~ety.modest time
6 savings.

If you interpret it the way which I think is

7

a

easier way to

int~rpret

i t and it provides a· much more

g significant time. reducti9n, then what you are saring is that

10 .that kind; of icenario

will·not~be p~rmissible

and reqttests

11 can relate only to the-SER and if your discovery request
12 relates· SSER subject matter the answer "I don't know" is
·.13 permissible and no add±tional updating is to be allowed •
. MR. SHAPAR:

I. would point out,, though, that one

15· of the new approaches that we are ail planning on taking and
16 i t has been discussed with the Commission, is to segment the·
17 SERs to gain time.

In other words, if they are open

~terns

18 that we can't deal with.,. the· thought was .in -order to
19 accelerate the proceedings we would go out with a partial
20 SER.
21'

That seems to be the general approach in Harold

22 Denton•s shop now.
23 general

fee~ing

When we discussed that there was a

that that could· pick up some time and go to

24 hearing on the discrete parts-of the SER that were nailed
25 down ·and not wait until all of it is done until we go to
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1 hearing.
KR~

2

BICKWIT:.

If.you tailor this to that concept

3 then it.would·take 30 days after the SSER, which is not the
4 final .SSER

MR. SHAPAR:

. 5

6 .
7~

-~~

MR. BICKWIT:

Riqht •
but· the .final SSER •would be free

of discovery requests • . Now.will clearly save substantial

a· time.
Let me say that· the concept we are talking_ about

9

10 is the concept of a time limit.
11 that

concept~

Any time limit would fit

You have to decide what kind of time limit

. 12. you can live with and this· is just thrown out as an example.

--

13
_1~

COMMISSIONER AHEARNEL
the current rul&

afte~

Right at the moment with

the SSER·what is the time limit for

15 discovery req.uests?
BICKWIT:

There isn•t any in.the rule.

16

MR~

17

MR. COTTER:.

18

COMMISSIONER AHEABNE:

The board sets it.
Generally tell me what do

19 boards establish?
20

MR. COTTER:

Up to this point there hasn't been a

21 need to· really push on time limits in discovery because
22 there hasn't been the same pressure as we have now.
23

KR. SHAPAR:

I think.the ariswer is 60 days based

24 on . i:ractice •.
25

MR~

BICKWIT:

I would say that·any time limit that
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1 ~s

i~

a number of· days fr6m the SSER

not going to save any

2 time-on this schedule • . The-only way you will.get
3 significant_time savings will. be to.cut-off discovery on the
4 SSER •.
5

MR~

~oncept.

6

MR. BICKWIT: .Yes, under this concept.

7

MR .• SHAPARi

SHAPlR:. Urider this

~

·.

a:we

10 are

big~est

ti•e.saving,-as

is insulating the staff from discovery.

show~

, COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

9

11

Because the

no~·producing

Yes.

In the SSERs that' you

or intending to produce, are most of the

TMI-re1ated items to be covered in the SSERs?
.MR~

12

DENTON:

They are in the present batch of

)

13

plants.-. We: hope to ultimately get that into the SER..

It is

14 true· that today's- SSERs tend· to· be ACRS i terns, the clean-up .
15 of loose ~nds and the TMI action plan items.
16

·COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Those

ar~

the sort of

17 things then that your proposal would exclude?
18

MR~

BICKWIT:

That is right.

I

ju~t thin~

that if

19 you are l6okiriq for-substantial time sa~ings under this·

20 concept, then that is vhat you have got to do, yes.
21

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

By this concept, Len, you

22 mean rule changes involving discovery?
23

MR. BICKWIT:

24 limits on

discovery~

No.

Rule changes involving time

that any time limit ttiat starts from

25 the SSER as its source is not going to result in substantial
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1

time savings •.
, COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

2

3 questions.

Those are· all my

I·am waiting until .we get to limited

·4 interrogatories.
CHAIRMAN~HENDRIE:

5
~.option

1.want to

unless.you.have got.some questions or comments you
make.her~.

MR. BICKWIT:

8

Let us pass on to the next

.

The next option w-as the prop_osed

g rule and I think we have had our discussion of that in papei
10 and now· we can come to option "Bw.
MR. ·SHAPAR:>

11.

I am not sure when you list "C" as

12 e1imiriating all discovery agains~ staff.

--

When we drew.the

13

charts we had a proposed rule and then we.had no discovery

14

a~ainst

15

informal discovery.

16

laid out in the graph.

17

thouqht was your option to eliminate all discovery against

_ 18 staff~

staff •.

We thought you.meant by· that no even
In·. either c.ase both sets of options are
The no discovery against staff we

formal and ihformal, whereas the proposed rule only

19 eliminated formal discove.ry against staff.

2o any
21

~ifference

It ·doesn't make

but I just wanted to clarify it.

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

The proposed rule

~

22 eliminated informal discovery against staff.

It did not

23 eliminate the notion that staff would respond to phone calls
24 and ariswer questions wherever

possibl~,

but it eliminated

25 anything that was called discovery.
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MR. SHAPAB:

1

0

But said that the.staff whece

2 practicable would· answer •
. /

~

_.,,

. l'IR.- BICKWIT:

3

Nov if you ca11 that inf.ormal

discovecy then 1t .didn't eliminate that infocmal discovery.

5

MR. SHAPAR:

6

MR. BICKWIT:

T

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

a

I don't call it

MR. SHAPAR:
CHAIRMAN

10

HENDRIE~

That is when you picked up

That is what?
You pick up 10 days going

from. proposed rule to no discovery ag_ainst staff.

13.

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

14

KR~

16

disctive~y.

That is right.

COMMISSIONER ,AHEARNE:

' 11

.15

info~mal

10 days?

9·

12

Okay.

BICKWIT:

I

see.

That means no informal

~nsweripg

of

questions.
KR •. SHAPAR:

Right, and we are not proposing

17 that. · We just read your ~ords litecally and developed
18

19

20
~

22

schedules for it. ·
CHAIRMAN HENDRIK:
MR~·BICKWIT:

Let's go on to "D".

On "D" I think it is probably best

to have Howard go forward.
MR. OLMSTEAD:

This is is generally an alternative

23 _ that: would make two.assumptions on discovery.

24

No. 1, it picks

up

on the suggestiort.that the

25 board be requested to rule prior to the· staff answering any·
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·.e.

interrogato~ies

1

·~it

as to which ones.were permissible.

Second,

would limit the.total number. pf interrogatories that

3

could be asked the staff ·thus. reducing the total sta:ff

4·

·resources necessary
to. respond.
.
.
.

.

Ifyou·don't.make both assumptions,· then you have

5

6 got.to build in some additional time for objections and
7 responses to those· Objections before additional rulings.

a This assumes that there is a limit tci the total number of
9 interrog~tories and i~at th~re is a p~i~r ruling that those
10 interrogatories -were necesary to the development of the case

1t 0£ the-party requ~sting it.
/'

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

12
13

You had in your paper a

·list of district courts- that limited the number of

14 .interr~gatories~

OLMSTEAD:

Yes.

15.

MR~

16

COMMISSIONER.A,HEARNE: .Have you seen the questions

17 that Co~missioner Gilinskr sent out?

If you

tak~

a quick

1a.look at them I think those are germane to the issue that you
19 h~ve

proposed.

Particularly this l~st 6£.numbers,·you have

20 got limits.that range anywhere from 20 to 50 in these 26
21

different district . 'courts.

MR. OLMSTEAD:

22

23 would point out that in

MR. BICKWIT:

24
25 .

I

think this is a good question.

~ddition

Would you tell us what the question

was?
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SHAPAR:

MR~

1

Let me read it.

This is a memorandum

2 ~rom Commission~r Gi1insky tb me •
.COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

3

MR. SHAPAR:

.4

With copies to.other people.

Yes. "Would you contemplate setting a

5 maximum number of ,interro~atories per intervenor or per
6 contention,and.what number·do.youthink·wou1d be
7 reasonable?"
. COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

8

g.vith.respect to these district
~

So my.question
court~.

contention, is i t

11

the number. of.interrogatories against a party?
MR •.

limit on per party or is it a limit on

First, I think.you have to

OLMSTEA~:

13

recognize that mo.st federal district court litigation

14

.involves two parties, the plaintiff and the defendant.

15

Occasionally

16

third~party

17 parties~

ther~

is

Is this a limit per

10

12.

reall~

is a cross-pleadihg to bring a

defendant in, but normally that would be.two

So it would

b~

a limit per party under the federal

18 district.court rule&.

MR. SHA~AR:

19

And I.would think the same theory

20 should apply here, per party.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

21
22 receiving?

23

Offering rather than

In other words, is it per party raising the

inter~ogatory

or per party answering the interrogatory?

24

MR. SHAPAR:

25

·coMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Raising.
Now in the district court

e.
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1

does· it ·get to the

is~ue

of per contention or is it just

2 across the board?
3

MR. SHAPAR:

4

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

·5

Across the board I believe.

as the district.c9urt's analogy to us would be a 1imit per

a

party independent of the:number

7

MR. SHAPAR:

a

S() your answer· then as far

quite that broadly.

~f.

contentions?

Yes,·but I think we can't state it
We have a different situation that we

9 have to recognize than the district courts.

There

ar~

two

10 parties generally •.. We may have a multiplicity of :r;arties
11

and our rules do provide for consolidation.

If the Commission is

12.
13

i~

pursuing this

kind of a concept, I think those kinds of distinctions need

14 to be taken into. account and I

1a

intere~ted

don't think the simplistic

answers Lam giving you now may .fill the bill correctly.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

16

Can

yo~

mak~

a rotigh

17 estimate of the number of interrogatories that get asked?
. /.

!R. OLMSTEAD:

18

19 ones we had.
20

We can tell you the most recent

We had 212 in San Onofre and over 115 in

Diablo

21

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

22

MR. OLMSTEAD:

23

MR~

24

25

SHAPAR:

How many parties?

--- as the most recent

one~.

But if you look at subparts in San

Onofre-

MR. OLMSTEAD:

it is greater.
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COMMISSIONER: AHEABNE:

1

How many parties?

MR. OLMSTEAD: .··In, Diabl.o .we have two major

parties in addition to the applicant and the

3~opposin~

4 staff., · In San Onofre· .I am'. not. sure what .the number of

5 par.ties is •.
-.

6.

I~

is not at all uncommon in our practice.to

7 eiceed a hundred interrogatories per person requesting
a responses and frequently if you count the.subparts we.are
~talking

in

.10

th~

neighborhood of 250 to 300 interrogatories.

MR~

SHAPAR:

These federal courts do count the

MR~

COTTER~

Do you have similar· statistics for

11 . sub parts·.
12

13

h6~

are answered

14

MR.

15 objections are

"Y~s"-

~No~?

or

OLMSTEAD~

routine~

Well, as I pointed otit earlier, the
Frequently when somebody gets 250

16.· interrogatories the first thing that happens is, as the ABA .
.

'

'

1T article points out, is the attorney attempts to protect his
1a:c1ient •. So we Object to as many .as we can in trying to
19 r~duce the amount· of time that it is going to take to

20 respond.

So that is why you get

~nto

the whole business.of

21 going to th€ board and 9etting rulings.and responses.
22

MR~

COTTER:

Maybe you misunderstood my question.

23 Ky question was hov many of those interrogatories are
.4
2 answ~red-"Yes"

25

MR.

or

"No.~

OLMSTEAD~

Well, I think there.are some that
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.1

are. that way but I don't think i t ·is quite that easy.

2

(Laughter.)

3

MR.

OLMSTEAD~

That is why if.you take an

4 interrogatory.with subparts --COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

.We would need another

a.round.
7

(Laughter.)

8

MR. OLMSTEAn:.

There are boilerplate

9 interrog.ato.ries and the. subparts: frequently do. have "Yes" or

1a "No"
11

That is why I gave you a nrimber that didn't

count the subparts.

12 ( j ) .
13

answers~

~reguently

there will be (a) through

Answer (a) through (j) with respect
to every witness
,
.

that you. are

pro~iding

and the answer to (a) through Ci) may

14 be "See repons& to Interrogatory 1(a), .you.know.
15

But then

the last question has to be answered and that usualli is not

16 a

"Yes• or "No" answer.

So 1 think if you take just the

1t

total number of interrogatories you .are talking about

18

substantial answers for the most part.

19·

MR.

'if A'f:a: -Do

you have any articles on now

20 this has worked out in practice in these districts?
21

MR. OLMSTEAD:

·we talked to the Federal Judicial

22 Conferenc~ about this and they are very enthusiastic about
23 .limiting the number of interrogatories because.they do
24 to come 1n and it does involve the court more in making

2s

decisions about what is reasonable and what is not in
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1

2

ehforcin~·reasonableness

di~covery

in the

process.

What they encouraqe in the federal courts is you

3 ask who your witnesses are going to be.

When.you are

4 talking about 20 to 25 interrogatories, the·court
5 essent.ially expects. the question to be who are your
6. vitnesses going to· be, you know, what
are their professional
,
7 qualifications or what elements:of the case will they

a
9

testify on •.
Once you have that

the

inf~rma~ion

contem~lation

10 is- that· the party will identify· one or two of those
11 tQ depose and use the
12.

13

14

process rather than the

interrogatory process.
· rn·our practice you recognize that· most people
don't use depositions at all due to the costs and the

15 commuting times
16

depos~tion

~eople

in~oved.

COMMISSIONER BRADFORDr

Bill, how much time would

17

it save 1: do you think, if people, just leaving resourcing

18

aside, were able to resort to depositions where they

19·

interrogatories?

20
21

MR~

OLMSTEAD:

gross time, -you know, in

no~

use

I don't think you are going to save
ter~s

of people, but you are goirig

22 to be using different kinds.of people.

Except for one bad

23 experience we had with depositions where the deposition of
24 one witness ran over five days,:the depositions usually two.
25 to.six hours and they are usually

1imit~d

to four er £ive
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e

1

people.

.2

· COMMISSIONER GILINSKY; ·why do you say different

3 people?

W'ouldn ' t it -be the same. persons who would be

4 .ansverin.g the:questions?

You would only ~epose one perso~ at

MR. OLMSTEAD:

5

6 a -time just like they. were· o,n the· witness stand and you ask
T one person· a question.

Even if. you put them up as a panel

·a·you still.. direct the· question to one individual.
g bring the whole group in.

You don't

You just bring in the person that

10 has:been deposed.
COMMISSIONER

GILINSKY~

Wouldn't this typically be

· 12 the person who.would b& most. knowledgeable and
1~

~ould

in fact

be answering the interrogatories?
MR.

14-

OLMSTEAD~

It typically

~ould

be the person

15 you.identified as the witness on a particul.ar contention.
16 If· I indicate that the witness is going to be Joe Black on
17 Contention 5 and somebody wants to distover the basis f cr
18 Joe Black's opinion, they are going to depose Joe Blake and
~9

they ~re not going to.be interested in the rest of the staff

20 personnel..
21

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:·

But suppose the

22 interrogatories came in, wouldn't Joe Black be in most cases
23 the guy who answers the interrogatories?
24

KR. OLMSTEAD:

Normally he woul.d be the one who

25 answers the interrogatories, but because somebody is not
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1

there and able to ascertain that Joe Black doesn't know
matters~they

2 anything about the following· five
: 3 ask the questions.

go ahead and

We look at the question and discover
.

.

4. that Joe.Black.can't answer.that question s6 we have to go
5

get- Jim·Green because they are directed to: the party rather

a

than to· a. specific witness •
. · CO!MISSIONER GILINSKY:

7

. But if they are not

a

getting their questions answered won't they be looking for

g

someone else to answer the: questions?

10.

MR. SHAPAR:

11 if you choose.to
12

They will get their question answered

answer~the.interrogatory.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

But suppose they go

13 through the d.eposi tion process,. which I

gather is a

14. substitute, would they after haying deposed. Joe Black still
15: have a

16

l!"R. OLMSTEAD:

They might reqU'est to depose

17 somebody el.se if "that witness had id en tif ied that somebody
18 e-1se vas going to. handle' the. area.

19 happen.

That usually do ens It

Usually the counsel is making decisions as he goes

20 aiong as to.what he thinks he can get the most mileage ·out
21 of •.
22·

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Harold wants to say

23 something but let me just ask one more question •.
24

This is in a system where you can·use the

2s·interrogatories to pursue things that haven't been developed
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1 through deposition.

If you are

~onstrained ~n

asking

2 written questions, then presumably you.will expand the· use
3 of· depositions.
C~AIRKAN HENDRIE~·. Not necessarily •

.4

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

5

Wel~1

not necessarily, but

- .6 it" would seem. to-· wo.rk in . that direction.
· MR •.

7

OLMSTEAD~

I. think. the· thing that you have got

g to. realize about how interrogatories are to be used is the
~ resources you ca~- bring t~ bear in writing interrogatories
10

versus

11

order to ask the same kinds of questions-and create the same

on~

guy Iike me faced with a technical witness.

12 kind Of problem· I
13

In

would. have to bring five or six people in

to sit with· me. during the deposition to help me to devise

14 that. kind· of question •.

COM1HSSIONER GILINSKY:

15

But what you are saying is

16 that while you could get the same effect or result, as a

17 practical matter is tends to work differently and to be a
18 simpler process.
19

HR. OLMSTEAD:

20

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

21

MR.: DENTON:

22 interrogatories.
- .

That· is right.
Harold.

It is.hard to generalize about

If they are succinct and can be answered
.

.

23 ·without just tying everybody in kndts, no one cbjects to

24 some level of interrogatories.

I don't want to leave the

25 impression that we do.

·e
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I think at· times, though, we think the present

1

2

sy~te~

is like a free Xerox macihine on.the corner and we

.3 vi11.supp1y as many .. answers as anybody can send in
. 4-questions.

5 answers.to people
6

I~

hav~

We 1iteral1y think we
and,~e

suppli~d

'textbooks of

are a.ready source of information.

is only the outlieis that seem to give us problems.

I

7

think~in

today's climate there is more and more

a

attention being given to this area and more people are

9

discoverin~

10 information.

i t as a way.to really obtain lots of detailed
It is.the fact that it is kind of without

11 bounds that I think bothers me.

I

don't want to leave the

12 impression that we are reluctant to answer questions in
13 general.
14

COMMISSIONER GILINSKYL

I missed the beginning_of

15 this •.. Were you talking about limiting interrogatories per
16 intervenor or per contention?
17

MB. SHAPAR:

18

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

19

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Per party.
Per

party~

Per party.

So they get

20 sort of a lump sum that they can divide among the
21 contentions as they.choose.
22

MR. SHAPAR:

23

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

As they see fit.
They said that was more

24 nearly analogous to the federal.court procedure.
25

MR. SHAPAR:

Maybe one thing that has been lacking
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·1 in this discussion·up to now is.that I don't think we have
2 rea11rgiven yo~ a feel for the kinds of questions that are

.e

3 being asked in interrogatories •.
'

MR. OLMSTEAD;. · I didn • t bring any with me.

4

MR. SHAPAR:

·5

6 recent experience.

But just generally based on the most

It is in large part probing the mental

7 ~recesses of the staff rather than a~king for factual

a information as such.
COMMISSIONER GILINSKY&

9

What sort of questions

10 does the staff ask of the· other parties?
11

KR. SHAPAR:

Why don't you answer that.

12.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY;

I

mean, does the staff

13: make extensive use of interrogatories?
14

Yes, we do.

MR~

SHAPAR~

MR.

OLMSTEAD~

16 and ·interrogatories.

We do· a combination of admissiotis

What I prefer to do, because

17 frequently the ansver you will get back is I am going to
1a.Prove my case by cross-examination, is to request admissions
19 first and then follow.on if .you deny --20

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

21

MR. SHAPAR.c

22 admission.

It is called a request for

You ask to admit a certain fact.

23

COMMISSIONER· GILINSKY:

24

MR. OLMSTEAD;

25 show

What are admissions?

com~1iance

I see.

You build 'the facts necessary to

with a particular regulation and then ask
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1 them to admit each ,one of. those su,bparts. · Then what you do
2 is say for each subpart that you don't admit please identify

a

the

~erson

whose testimony.you intend to.rely

on~

attach a

4 copy· of professional qual.ific_ations and indicate any
5 ·.technical artic.les, documents, et cetera, that ·they intend
6 to . rely on i'n, that. position and · state. specifically . the
7 element of that statement of facts

a

that

~ype

of

10 que~tions

to you ask?

11

MR .•. OLMSTEAD:

· 12
13

disagree with,

qu~stion.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

9

that.~ou

Typically how many

Well, we take fu11 advantage of the

discoverr rules that we have at the moment.
not as much as the applicants·

do~

It is probably

but it is not unusual in a

14 complex.case for us to ask several hundred interrogatories.
15

(Laughter.)

16

Tf yoti read the article that I attached to the

17 paper, I fu.lly

agr~e.vith.the

criticisms of the discovery

18

process that are enumerated in there • . But a lawyer cannot

19

repres~nt

2o

system to their advantage as well as to their disadvantage.

21

their client effectively if they don't use the

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Would you see our system

22 being more nearly the big case?

·e

23

MR. OLMSTEAD: .Absolutely.

24

MR. SHA PAR:

25

MR.

They are all. big cases.

OLMSTEAD:.

As a matter of fact, none of those
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.

1

cases·would eve~:compare to the length of our hearing

2 process.

Only the big IBM

ant~trust

cases would compare to

3 our discovery process.
AHEiRNE~

COMMISSIONER

4

Do the boards.have any

5 ·comment on the interrogatory-limits?
MR. COTTER;

6

7 for: controlling discoverr.

a

that at all.

~rincipl~.

I agree in

with the need

I don't have any trouble with

I agree with the contents of the ABA article.

I feel

obviously~

as I.have said many times, that

10 the way· to control discovery is for the person who is
11

.running the hearing to control. ·1t.
With resp•ct to this specific proposal, I can only

12
13

assume i t

represent~·

some kind of a minority view a& far as

14 specifics are concerned~

I don't know how· many district

15 courts they. have now,. 70. or. 100.
16

MR. SHAPAR;

105.

17

MR.

COTTER~

.105.

18

of most of these courts

19

MR. OLMSTEAD:

So this is 26 percent in

No, hold it.

20. Coriference gave us 23 of those.
21 .only

5~

percent of the districts.

Please.

vi~~

The Judicial

They told us that they had
It just happened that

22 some attorneys in the office knew of some additicinal
23 districts which we added to that.

We have· not gone through

24 al.l of the districts in the United States to determine how
25 many·additional districts also have a limit.
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MR. COTTER:

1

Again,. I am·not·guibbling·with the
\

2 principle, but I don't think the point gives the proper
3 perspective of the. case.

Obviousty the Unit~d Stat~s

4-Distiict·Court foi the District.of

Colu~bia,

which

5 presumably is· the closest:· to· us, has .. not seen fit to impose
6 that.kind of a restriciion an~ 'ther have similar kinds of
7 cases.
COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

8

How can the boards impose

·g restrictions other than· by looking at the interrogatories·
1a question by questiori?

MR.·OLMSTEAD:.

11
12

By encouraging. a

~oluntarr

and supervising i t and.just ensuring that the

13 together.

system

parties.~et

The voluntary part can be taken care of with. a

1~

minimum-of inconvenience and time and expenditure of labor.

15

That has been found to work .qulte well, for example, in

16 T!I • . I think most of that.has been voluntary, has it not,
17

particularly in consideration of the fact that it is a

18 seven-mon~h hearing.
COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

19

What was the limitation

20 there?
21·
22

MR~

OLMSTEAD:·

If you look at the volume of

discovery, you are talking about tremendous resources to

23 respond in ·TMI.

I mean, there you have got thousands of

24 interrogatories.

25

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

What is the system?
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1 the·number.6f interrogatories that are limited?
MR. COTTER:

2.

No.

I think it· is just more simply

3 the -process of getting the people together.
4 familiar with the details.than I

·MB. SHAPAR:

5

You are more

am~

Sometimes i t works and

sometim~s

it

6 doesn't.
MR~

7

a

made

i~

Essentially the assumption that is

OLMSTEAD~

that the boards are going to take a very liberal and

g very· broad view. of- what discovery interrogatories can be
10 asked so that you don't have much of a negotiating lever.
11 So. what you. da is try to reduce the a~ount of time involved
12 in the negotiating process.

--

13

COMKISSIOHER

14

limits on depositions?

15

MR.

GILINSKY~

OLMSTEAD~

Now, would you put any

I don't.think, due to their costs,

16 unless you are.talking about finding some way to fund them,

17 that you are going to a lot of depositions because you have
18 got to hire a ~ourt reporter to do· a deposiiion and that
19 keeps those things in control.
20

MR. COTTER; ·Expense limits it.

21

These districts where they have imposed limits, so

22 far as I know, and I would guess and you tell me if it is
23 different, that they are

p~obably

the product of a judicial

24 conference's work.
25

As you may know, most circuits have a judicial
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r conference and that

jud~cial

conference is

~ the people •ho pract!ce before it.

·e

3:for them to .meet as
4

an~ongoing

compr~sed

of all

The normal ~rocedrire is

matter and to review the

procedures within that conference, the rules ·that are
.

.

'

. 5 governing .their'_ hearings and to make. recommendations for
6 ·their: improvement and .. what-not. which. are subsequently either
7 rejected or.adopted .by.the court itself.
Again, in addressing the concept. of both limiting

8

g.interrogatories.or any ~ther form df discovery to a useful
10.

point and· not. making· i t burdensome, it would seem to me
;_.:'

11 perhaps

th~

most

~reductive

12 form something analogous to
13 having
1~

~eople

way to address this would be to
~hat

judicial conference by

who represent all of the interests which

practice before the boards,.,including the boards, meet and

15 work out these· things, discuss them, and come back with
16 specific

recommend~tions:within

~limited

time frame.

17 Otherwise you are trying to make an arbitrary judgment about
18 discovery over a whole.range of proceedings.
19

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Well, to some extent the

20 public comment period served that purpose in that I would
21 guess that a lot of the comments that came back came back
22 from people who practiced in front of the agency; isn't that
23 correct?
24

MR. BICKWIT:

25

MR~

COTTER:

That is correct.
It is not exactly the same, but you
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1

_will be able to work out the-utiified·position.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
MR. ROSENTHAL:

4 list.
5 cover

I woµld.say.two things about: the

First, i t does not include most of the districts that
l~r~a

metropolitan areas for whatever significance you

6 might want.to

from that.· It doesn't include the New

dr~w

Dist~ict

T York districts, the

a

Yes.

Angeles~San

of Columbia, Chicago, Lo~

Francisco, Detroit or Philadelphia.

It ·does

9- have a few of the major districts.

Secondly,_ I

10.

e

would say that there is relatively

11

little litigation

12

comparable to what.we have involved here.

13:

litigation is channeled. onto one· or two subject matter

14 areas.
' 15

i~

the federai district courts that is

"Whereas,. as you are w_el.1.

our litigation may

aware~

cover a number of quite diverse subject matter areas.
Having said that, I would have to say that I

16

17 support the proposition of
19-

Most of the

our

Executiv~

do

Legal Director so

long as

19

20 anything.

KB. SHAPAR:

Wait a minute.

I am not recommending

My recommendation is quite different than this.

21

MR. ROSENTHAL:

22

COMMISSIONER BRADFORDl

Excuse me.
Don't you want to frame

23 that moment,_ though, Howard?
24

(Laughter.)

25

MR. ROSENTHAL:

I am sorry that I did not
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. 1 recognize that this. was being. put· up without. tne endorsement
2 of the

E~ecutive

Lega1 Direttor.

But even with that I think

3 this is a useful concept. ·It.does seem to me that
4 · interrogato'ries are put forth· promi_scuously.

I think that a

5'Party if:it knows·that as a.matter of right it has not a
.

.

6 b1~nk check .but a limited number it is'going to. exercise in

7 most:instances a certain amount.of.restraint •

a.
g

. Now~· as long as the boards have the discretion in
a particular: instance to e~pand the allowable number, it

10 seems.to me that putting a limitation would not run·the
11 serious danger of a ~artr being ~recluded where there was
12. plainly: warrant for it for putting out more than whatever
13 the number that you have said.
14-

COMMISSIONER GlLINSKY:

15

MR. SHAPAR'

What was the number?

This is simply a data base that we

16 provided for the Commission to reflect on the various
1T options in Len's.memo.

The reason I made the statement I

18 did before is that I have not made it formally as a
19 recommendation to· the Commission.

My reiommendation is

20 some~hat different and it is in a previous memo from me to
21 the Commission.

But that is not to say that this couldn't

22 be used in conjunction through with my previous
23 recommendation.
24.

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Granting all the carefu1

25 explanations, would you give me your best guess at what
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would.be a reasonable number of interrogatories to allow a
2 party in a case?
3

HR. SHAPAR;

In our case it is 50 at the higher

5

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Consider one of our cases.

6 staff ~~b1ishes•an environmental impact statement.
7 publishes a safety evaluation report.

a

one and for

cas~s

The

It

It publishes at least

currently of interest perhaps more than

"9 one 5.upplementary safety_ evaluation report.
We don•t normally -- well, let's see.

10

In these

11

cases we probably also.have got supplements to the

12

environmental statement-, or. have. we?

13

MR. OLMSTEAD: - In some cases.

14-

CHAIRMAN_ HENDRIE:'

In some of them we do.

-So

15·

there 2 are a series of documents.

16

for the whole case or, for instance, per filinq by the

17

staff~

Now, is it 50 per party

or hov do you cut it up?

'18 _-

19

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:
MR. SHAPAR:

What is the number now?

There is no limit.

That is.the

20 problem.
21

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

T know there is no limit.

22 What is the typical number in a case?
23

MR~

SHAPAR;

The most recent.case I guess is San

24 Onofre and there were 200 and I guess it can range around
25 _-, 00. - -
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MR.·· OLMSTEAD:

1

It is. generally over a h undted and

2 not infrequently over 200.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKYi

3

About a hundred per party

4 or.a.hundred served· on the: staff?
MR •. ' O_LMSTEAD: · : A. hundred served on the staff •.

5

a

Usually·there is only one

T

that· is persuing the case at any given· time because of

a

consolidation and this other stuff •.

par~y-other tha~.the ap~licant

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Are there in these cases

1Q any residual disagreements between the applicant and the
11 staff?·
12 .

·HR. OLMSTEAD:

1a from the

applicant~

We sometimes get interrogatories '

14·

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

15

MR~

Extensive-interrogatories?

Very extensive in enforc~~ent

OLMSTEAD:

. 16 proceedings but less extensive in· licensing proceedings.·
17 Their
1a·

interrogatori~s

tend to run in the 20 to 50 range

normally in a licensing proceeding.· In an enforcement

1a proceeding, that is a whol&.different circumstance.
20

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

What would you propose in a

· 21 .. case where the board had consolidated

inter~enors

because

22 contentions were similar?

e·

23
24 their

MR. SHAPAR:
interests~are

If they consolidated i t is because

the same and I would say it is the same

25 .limit for the consolidated parties. · This. was a gross
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1

concept that_we developed.

You are asking questions now

2 that real1y haven't been thought through i~ terms df the
3 answers we have been given.
· COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

4

Is this going to affect

5 consolidation?
MR. OLMSTEAD:

I would point out that the idea of

7 this.whole.thinq is, as I explained I think while you were

a

out of the room, Commissioner Gilihsky, is that all of

9 vould be ruled -0n by the Board in

adv~nce.

th~s

-People could

10 -ask, say .if your limit is 5 O, 50 interrogatories as of
11

right, but beyond that they would have.to have a ruling by

12

the board that it.was permissible.

13 e1iminat~all of~the

Presumably then you

motions to compel on objections or you

14

don•t save any time with a limit or without a limit.

15

save

som~

You do

staff res6urces.
So the whole concept is on this graph here that

16

17 the board becomes involved in I:Olicing the discovery process.
~-

18

MR. BICKWIT:

1S assume that-you

~ill

Yoti acknowledge that you can•t-

eliminate all the motions to compel

2o under this process because there will still be the question
21 of the_ inadequate response and you· may be sitting with
22

those~

But nonetheless the resource savings sounds

23 substant.ial.
24

--

MR. OLMSTEAD: _ The -theory would be that a party

25 would not assume.that they would gain anything by objecting

-.
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1

to the.question if.the board had ruled that it should be

2 answered.
COMMISSION~R

3

BRADFORD:

How can you apply a single

·4 number of allowable interrogatories across the board?

That

5 is, you-wi11 have orie party in a case who.has only one
~

contention that_has been ad~itted an~ another somewhere else

1. who-may_have a dozen.

a

in this

directio~

g interrogatories

Why doesn't i t make sense if one goes

ta set the limit based on some number of
conteµtion but let the-party choose how

~e~

10 they· divide them up?

MBw OLMSTEAD:

11
12

Those are good questions.

I think

in most of our cases it is not necessary because the

_ 13 p~acticalities

of the way cases are tried are that case that

14 has four contentions takes.just as l.ong to try as a case

15 that has 20 because you tend to spend

th~

first four or five

· 16 days in the hearing. goin·g very sl.owly and - then attorneys

17 decide they
18

take

hav~

got to catch .their. airplane and you will

~our.contentions

a day for the next-three days.

19

(Laughter.)

2o

MR. OLMSTEAD:

21

f~wer

So that just because a case has

contentions does not necessarily mean it is going to

22 take l$ss time to try •
23

. COMMISSIONER BRADFORD1

But in terms of the

24 interrogatories and the burden from them on the staff, I

2s

would think it would be more sensible to fix the number
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ba~ed

·on an· average contention·.rather than on an average

. 2 proceeding.
MR.

3

OL~STEAD:

I would suggest you mLght want· to

4 do· it.more by subject matter rather.than contention because
5

.you can have five

6'.YOU

9.

on.the same subject matter and

can have two con.tentions on two entirely different

T subject

a

~ontentions

matter~

and your needs are really to become informed

about: the subject.
MR •. ·

SHAPAR~

In any event, it is only a norm.

10 Whatever that norm is the board would have good.cause
11 authority to·a1low additional questions.
12·

13

HR. ROSENTHAL:

If this is on a contention basis.

that might en9ourag• a party to put in a substantial number

14 of contentions in order to increa·se the· number of
15 interrogatories they.have got to write.

It seems .to me· that

16 any system .is arbitrary, but again as long as the board has
17 the right to incr~ase the number if in its judgment
18 circumstance~
19

20

21

warrant it, it seems to me that that would

take.care of it.
Again, I think this would have a desirable
deterrent effect because as

matter~

now stand there is

22 really no inceritive at all to be selective in what you see.
23 I think we have heard from

th~

staff that in soma instances

24 this process is used tiy parties simply to get a textbook
25 prepared by. them • . I think the staff is· entitled to some
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1

protection and it seems to me that this, even though

~t

is

2 not endorsed by.the Executive Legal Director --- -

.e

3

(laughter.)

4

MR. ROSENTHAL:

~~-'it se~ms

5 concept subject obviously to fine
HR~

6

to be a reasonable

tuni~g.

SHAPAR1 . I didn't say I didn't endorse it._

I

7 said. I didn't put --CHAIRMAN.

8

I haven't got time to listen to

HENDRIE~

g all'. the fine nuances of where_ precisely everybody sta-nds.

I

10 frankly don't give a damn.where everybody stands precisely

11

and

thei~

reasons and rationales for

it~

I would like to

12. get -on.: with·; this business.

Now,

13·

~here

seem~

to be embedded in this_

14 proposition for some· overall limit

o~

the

interrogator~es,

15 or.there·see~s.to be concealed from me at lea~t some sort cf
16

a proposition which I can connect to this schedule.

Could

17 somebody tri to-outline' fbr.me if we did something like,
18

don't know, some limit

~n

the

n~mber

I

of interrogatories on

19 some basis yet to be determined how would that patch

· 2o together in a schedule_ sense and hope to
21

~ick

up a few-days

in this process of getting on toward getting the·

he~ring

_ 22 started? 23

- If somebody could sketch that for me, then what I

24 would like to do is just look. up and down the table and see
25 . if there is some interest.in further investigation of the
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1

matter and I would .theri ask the ad hoc group to think about

2 it.
3

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD;

4

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:·

5

to. find out, Peter.

It looks. like the last run •.

Well, that is what I am trying

It hasn't been so clear to me how this

6· all patches in and I· would like to hear about a seven-minute

7.outline.

a

Then what we are going to do is quit·for the day

and if enough Commissioners agree with me that i t is a

9 matter of some interest I will. ask the ad hoc group to put
10 your heads together and think about some of the questions
11

that have been raised about how this.might work arid what its

12. terms might be so hopefully· we could at ·least start
13

discussion of that tomorrow afternoon vh€n we meet and then

14

carry it on at the follo*ing meetings.
Hovr tan somebody sketch now this might work as an

15

16 .overall plan in the schedule sense?

MR·. SHAPAR:

17

18

a look at the last line of the chart that is what that is

1• designed
20

21

Let me say in gross terms if you take

in

eff~ct

to

do~

Remember we didn't have any specific number

so it is really gross terms •.
CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

22 that the last

Yes, right.

What is says is

SSEB issues and parties then have -- no~ here

23 you ~ee is this case where this 56 year-old Chairman in poor
24 light and with not great eye sight find it -- is that 15?

25

MR. ·SHAPAR:

Yes.
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1 :·

CHAIBHAN HENDRIE:

2

( La,ughter.)

3

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Thank you.

People.have got 15 days to ·run

4·up a.set.bf ciuestions; is that· right?
5

MR •. SHAPAB:

Right.

6'

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

The staff gets 15 days to

T complain about the questions?
MR~

a
g

OLMSTEAD:

That is correct.

That is five days.

for service and ten days for response •.

10

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Then the board has got 15 days

answer~

11 to say which ones: to
12~·

MR •. SHAPAR:

13

CHAIRMAN.HENDRIE:

Yes.
And the staff has got 29 days

14' to answer:_ them.
15

COMMISSIONER·AHEARNE:

Tha± seems to embed your

16 higher standard •.
17

MR. OLMSTEAD:

Actually they have 14 days.

There

. 18 is five days for service on each of· those times •
19

20

. CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: . I see.
MR. SHAPAB:

21 alternative because it

Well, we can·put it in terms of the
~s

such a gross concept at this point

22 in time.
23

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Let's see.

I think you

24 took.the service days.
25

MB. OLMSTEAD:

That was an earlier proposal.
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1

MR. BICKWIT:

2

MR. OLMSTEAD:

Yau can do that.··
You can reduce the service days by

3 using· airmail •.

MR. BICKWIT:

4

And you.can integrate that into.this

5 concept •
. COMMISSIONER

6

7 ought

a

to_sor~·of

GILINSKY~

. It.seems to me that

advance .into the 20th Century.

~e

You.can get

things ta people in one day and in fact overnight.

9

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

At a cost.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:
11

12: schedule

CHAIRMAN HENDRIEL

At a cost.

Now undei this last line

L don't see anything about complaints and

mot~ons.

13. After the staff response to.the interrogatories that have
14 been allowe~ what would you do, not allow a rorind of
15 compliirrts i f the answers.weren't any good and so on?
16'

~R.

OLMSTEAD:

The assumption is twofold.

If one

17 is restricted to a fixed. numbe·r of i terroga tories they are

21

The second assumption is that if the board has

22 ruled that it is proper for this interrogatory to be
23 responded to a party is going to be foolish to attempt to
24 object to that interrogatory after the board·rulihg --25

MR. SHAPAR;

The board has already declared its
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1

ruling.

2

because.they have already

MR •. OLMSTEAD:.:

3_ declared they . think it is a proper queS'tion.
MR. BICKlHT::

4

But I.have got to repeat the

5.

statement which I put forward before.which is that I don•t

6.

think -it is. reasonable to assume. no motions to compel . under

7 this

~chedule.

There will be dissatisfaction witb what

a comes back.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

9

SHAPAR:

MR~

11

MR. BICKWIT:

12

CHAIRMAN HElDRIE:

14

res~onses.

We aren't assuming none.

10

· 13

Inadequate

You are in this schedule.
What he is assuming in this

schedule is.that the.rule is going to say you

don~t

get that

That is precisely my point.

You are

·crack at it.

15

MB. SHAPAR:

16

~R.

BICKWIT:

Precisely.

17 proving no motions to compel.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

18

19 really

assu~ing

Wait.

T guess

is that.no matter how poor

th~

2o that is the only response that is going to be
21.

MR. SHAPAR:

wha~

you are

response is
allow~d.

For the purposes of developing a

22 chart like this.
23

MR. BICKWIT:

But you are assuming a rule is

24 changed.
25

~R.

SHAPAR:

Precisely.
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e·

2

Now,. if you allowed co~plaints

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

.1
.abo~t

bo~rd

responses and the

said to look at these and

3 decide. you interJ;._ect what, ten· days· for the complaining and
4.. ten days. for•. the.· board. to: rule and. 15 ·days for• the·
5 subplementary responses?
6

·MR~

OLMSTEAD:

I think in a prior paper we pointed

7 .out that under the rule that permits us to go to the board

a

now.that our problem with it is is that i t does· build an

g additional 30 days into.the- prbce~s that you don't otherwise
1Q have and that is why we·don't use it~

This would assume

11 that.you,don't have, that •.
.12
.13

But a board enforcing

dis~overy

contentions·, as

that article po in ts.· out, if a judge,. takes a firm . hold at

14 discovery, the penalty for

f~ilure

to comply

~ith

the order

15 to respond.to the interrogatories is that on a summary
16 disposition mcition

yo~

MR. SHAPAR:

are going to lose.
Let.me point oui also t~ai in terms

18 of saving~~ it i~ fair to say that the~e is an ~biious
19 savings in terms of staff resourc~s and a le~ser savings in
20 terms of time..
~

But there is a third factor and ·that is to

the extent that the staff isn't spending its time answering

22 interrogatories i t can devote time tb other cases,
23 remembering that the disciplines that have to answer the
'1

24 iiiterrogatciries aie sp~ead:thin .in some areas.
25 a one-on-one thinq at all...

So it isn't

It has a run-off on other cases.
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CHAIRMAN. HENDRIE;

.1

How many service times are

2 there in this sequence_ up to,
3

MR. OLMSTEAD:

4

CHAIRMAN.HENDRIE:

5

MR• OLMSTEAD:

6

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

7

MR~ OLMSTEAD~

8

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:·

9 periods here up to day

MR~

·12

MB. SHAPAR:

14

CHAIRMAN

Four ·.'service times?

The first service time Ls the SSER.
So each of those discrete

has a service time built into· it?

Yes, correct.

OLMSTEAD:

13

Three?

Four.

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

. 11

day 64?

Four.

~~

MR. SHAPAR:

10

say~

Five days?

That is· correct.

. Correct •.

HENDRIE~

And it is practical to cut it

15 to,:what,. two?
MR. BICKWIT:

16

17

Two.

. CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

So you can pick up 12

day~

in

18 principle.
19

MR. BICKWIT:

20

CHAIRMAN

21 52.

Yes.

HENDRIE~

And day 64 could become day

That would compare tinder the A-1 option with -- well, I

22 don't seem to have a corresponding point.
MR. BICKWIT: .With.70 I think we said.

23

24 you .64 -- well, 64 minus.12 is 52.
25 under

1~1,

It takes

That compares with 70

but I think 75 is more realistic.
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·CHAIRMAN.HENDRIE;

1

I am not sure that is quite

2 :tight,. Len, because under your
3

days~.

A~1

<;>ption that is 70 or 75

Does that get you all the way through to

re~ised

4 contentions?
5

.MR. BICKWIT;.

Yes.

6

CHAIRMAN EENDRIE:.

Whereas down on the last line

7 it doesn•t •.

e

8

MR •. BICKWIT: .Yes •.

So it is 52 plus

9

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Ten-or. 15.

10.

MR. BICK WIT:,

11

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

12

MB.- BICKWIT;

13.

CHAIRKAN

14"

!R. BICKWIT;

1& ~liminating

16

Fifteen, yes.

plus 15 is ---Sixty-seven.
'

67 as compared to 75.

HENDRIE~·

Is it 75 or is i t 90?

r think it is 75.

But if·you are

the motion, to compel, I jµst want ~o make clear

that what you are doing is you are allowing the staff in

17 effect to answer as it sees fit and there is no right to
18 compel a response other than the one staff chooses to give •.
19 That is a concept that, you know,

le~ns

back in the

20 direction of our briginal proposal which is to turn from a
· 21 mandatory.right to a voluntary· right.
22

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

23

~B.

bLMSTEAD:

Granted.

I think I should point out, though,

24 that I am unaware of

motio~s

25 inadequate answers.

There are motions to compel against the

to compel against the staff for
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-·
-

1 staff for-not-answering.
2

MR. BICKWIT:

3

MR. SHAPAR:

4

MR.

I .see.
When we do it,. we do i t thoroughly.

BICKWIT: . Well then

~n

alternative.is to leave

5 intact the rule that allows motions to.compel and assume
6 that it won't be. used •
7
8.

9·
10

. MB. OLMSTEAD:

Well, no, because this assumes that

the board rtiles that. the· question is proper.
MR. BICKWIT:

MR.

Yes.,

OLMSTEAD~

The other one does not and I am

11 never going to advise the staff .cl.ient to respond -to
12 questions, particularly if it going. to take him a couple of ·
13 · days t_o do· it.

If I think it is irrelevant or immaterial to

14 the proceeding I am going to object to it.·
15.

MR.

. You want to foreclose the right of

BICKWIT~

16 someone to disagree·with _you.
17

MR. OLMSTEAD:

This way I would tel.l the staff,

18 look 1 the board has ruled that the question is proper.

I

19 agree with you and I think it is irrelevant and immaterial.
BICKWIT:

I see.

20

MR~

21

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

'But then Len's point is

22 valid because what you are saying is that once the board has
23 ruled that.that is·a proper question then it comes into that
24 category in Yhich the

~taff

has never been asked to provide

25 an additional answer because it· is always satisfactory •

.
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MR. OLMSTEAD:

I didn't say it was never but it

2 usuallr isn •t.
CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

3

Bare I .think is a better

characterization.

~

COMMISSIONER.AHEARNE:

5

But then Len is correct

~nd

there is no .. need to strike the right.· In your proposal· are

6.

7 you prop'osing that it is only the· staff?

CHAIRMAN

8

HENDRIE~

),

Except that it then leaves that

·9 additional 30-odd days in effect available for use by anyone
10

vho

11

may be~

12

~ompel

13

v~nts

to delay the proceeding· 30 days for whatever that
They: would

go

ahead and file their motions to

no.matter what the
CO!MISSIONER

answe~

has been.
Are you proposing that this

AHEARNE~

14 limit on interrogatories is only a limit against the staff,
~..

~.

15 or are you saying that· that.would be a limit on any party?
~e

16 .

MR. SHAPAR:

didn"t address that.

17

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Well, the.way you had your·

18 chart I thought it was just for the staff.
19

MR. OLMSTEAD:

20

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

21-h~re

We were focusing on the schedule.
The vhole assumption, John,

is that· the other parties have had at each other before

22 this time and that what is keeping the case in this
23 prehearing stage

i~.the

fa2t that the staff has yet to file

24 its last document and then when·it does then there is a
25 flrirty of activit~ for and against the staff rather than
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1 ·other parties.having at each

other~

I think that i t is true

2 in the oenerai practice; isn't it?

MR. SHAPAR:

3

Yes.

· · MR. OLMSTEAD: .. I. voui.d. point out,. too, that i:eople ·

4

5. d_o ·use - discovery. as a. delaying tactic and you . build in
6 opportunities to. file motions to compel,

no

matter how

7 meritorious- one.may be, there will· be a half a dozen that
8'

aren't.

9

COMMISSIO.ER AHEARNE: ·sut I would assume that the

10 presiding officeri have other mechanisms to deal with people
11 who- are clearly deliberately delaying.
. 12..

.,

MR. OLMSTEAD: . Eventually •

13.

MR.-SHAPAR:.

14 .

MR.

It is a long, .drawn-out process.

OLMSTEAD~

How· long d6 you go before you

1& decide that that is what they are doing?
16

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

17 perceptive the
18

~residing

I gtress that depends on how

officer is •

. CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: ·res.

Listen, I am the one that ought to be complaining
..
20 about lunch.- You had a chance to go and have a.cup of
19

21 . coffee.

e

22

(Laughter.)

23

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

24

(Laughter.)

25

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

I have been here since 10:20.

But I think there is interest

·e
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1 and I think we ought to keep looking at it.

It seems to me

2 that out problem here-is that we need to look at whatever
3 reasonable: ways there may be in trying to provide a

4 guideline schedule and if necessary rules_ to match that is

5

~ore reasonabl~

than just having, y6u

know~

the thing wander

6 on for months.

COMMISSIONER-GILINSKY:

7

Well, let's get some

·8 specific proposals- tied either to the. total number i;er party
9 or per

contention~

Also~

10

it seems to me that one can either decide

11 that a party has so- many questions as of right or one can
12,treat this in the same way-we treat the
13 a riertain numb€r

f~r

schedule~

Say give

a guidance-and instrutt the board to

14 fix-the number' in accordan6e with the nature of the

c~se

15 which the board· is in. the best posi"tion to judge.
16

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Yes.

17"

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

,_

18 betng

~n

a sense

th~

And that number we suggest

one:ve think is about right for the

19 typical case.
20

CHAIRMAN.HENDRIE:

21

Yes, John.

22

COMMISSIONER

That is possible-direction.

AH~ARNE:

I

guess my comments on it

23 vould be that this is the first one of the proposals on the
24 subject of limiting discovery that.to me begins to make
25 sense and one 'that I cou.ld support.
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1

.I

~m

interested in having this kind of a

2 restriction placed.

would much prefer: one that really is

I

.3 a restriction and then the board could then
· 4 based.upon particular aspects;
5 the

fed~ral

c6urt

s~stem

i~_that

go

beyona th~t

My understanding of the vat
i t is a restriction and

6 then they can.waive it but it is a fixed number.
7

MR. SHAPAR: - And they could answer additional

8 questions on showing: cause.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

9

Right.
_,

I would much prefer:

10.to have that be~ause I think the value of i t is that- the
11 people· going: i-n to the proceeding c:an see clearly ahead of·
12 them here is their limit and they then have to really focus
·13 ori the

14

question~

Ir

they are going to ask. ·
not support doing away with the

myself~vould

15 compel-aspect because I

c~n

see the

dang~r

of not just to·

16 the staff but other parties in the whole proceeding using

.

17 that as a way of just providing inadequate answers.
18

MR. BICKWIT:

19 this not only may not

I think you have to recognize that
r~duce

the critical

~ath

in time but

20 i t may actually increase it.
21

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

My whole approach here, and

22 I am speaking only for myseif, is that I have been trying to
23 devise-,_ what seems to· me to be a logical, defensible. hearing
24 process and I have not much -confidence in fine-tuning the
25 days on a schedule chart.
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·MR~

1

BICKW!T:

That is

~ight.

2 i t wi11 save-resources is not disputed.

The proposition that
But.th& proposition

.3 under that stipulation that it will .teduce the.critical path
4 ti~e

r think is subject

to~

great deal.of d6ubt.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

The real reduction in the

6 critical-~ath time will come, I think, when all th~ board

7 chairmen run ·tight hearings.
8

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

It also seems like a few

9 dollars spent on funding for service by Federal· E·xpress and
10

on stenographers might produce a substantial benefit here.

11-

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

12.

(Laughter •. )

13

MR. BICKWIT:

14 .

{Laughter.).

15·

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

16 lett~r.
17

I

r

I will tel1 you what ---

can see some

~osts,

too.

Why don't you write that

I have got this palsy in my hand and I don't think

coul~ si~n

it.

18

(Laughter .. )

19

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

You are the only one who

20 could have enough staff to be able to get the letter done.
21

22

(Laughter.)
·CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Well, I assume that if those

23 provisions come to pass, why like the separate parties in

a

24 hearing, why you all will find it necessary to consolidate.
25

(Laughter.)
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'CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

1

That way yoti will·have

~staff

2 of nin~.betwee~ you which ought to be adequate.

3

( La.ughter.)

4

CHAIRMAN.HENDRIE~

I- decilare that there is enough

5_ interest and potential value

i~

this to make it worthwhile
\

6 for the ad.hoc gr6up orr hearings and all that good stuff to

T gather and

a here and

dec~de.what.kind

vha~

answe~.you

i~

reasonable

ace the up and down· sides of some of the

9. propositions like
10

of proposition

get.and

the right to complain about the

del~ting

so~on,

and questions of what the Iimit

11 might reasonably be and on

~hat

basis per party and per

12 contention and. per subject, or maybe the board could just be
.

'

13 given a overall total interrogatory limit of, I don't know,
14· 300.to distribut• ~mong the parti~s and they see fit~
' 15

MR. SHAPAR:

16

(Laughter-.)

17

CHAIRMA~

On an annual basis.

HENDRIE:

So many per year.

So many per board chairman

18 member of the pane per year.
i

19

MR. SHAPAR:

Like· a bank account.

20

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE;

Like a bank account.

Well, you

21 have got another option to be consideFed.
22

We meet again tomorrow at I believe 2 on the

23 subject.

If the ad hoc group can have something to say for

24·itself at that time, that would be very useful, but it may
25 ·not have.worked out all of these things by any manner or
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1 means.
2

I would then like to turn to other parts of the .

3 policy statement for the balance of tomorrow•s meeting.
4-

Thus warned; I thank you all for this morning's

5 attendance and declare this meeting adJour·ned.
6
7

(Whereupon, at 12:08 p.m., the meeting adjourned·.)
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